Hybrid rigid-continuum robot design addresses a range of challenges associated with using soft robots in application areas such as robotic surgery. Design of such robots poses challenges beyond standard rigid-body robots. A fast, reliable, accurate yet simple dynamic model is important to support the design, analysis, and control of hybrid rigid-continuum robots. In our previous work, we developed a modeling package for hybrid rigid-continuum systems, named TMTDyn. In this paper, we focus on how we developed an internal domain-specific language (DSL) using Matlab's OO capabilities and the concept of fluent interfaces to improve validation, understandability, and maintainability of the models constructed using TMTDyn. We present the language implementation, and discuss some of the benefits and challenges of building a Matlab-internal DSL.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mimicking highly dexterous and deformable biological bodies has been a trending topic of multi-disciplinary research, called soft robotics, using intrinsically soft materials in the form of continuum robotic platforms [1] . Performing delicate tasks [2] , high manoeuvrability in unstructured and confined environments [3] , [4] , [5] , dexterous grasping [6] , mimicking biological tissue and organs [7] , bio-inspired dynamic locomotion [8] such as crawling [9] , terrestrial [10] or submerged locomotion [11] are among the promises made by the research in the field. Soft robots are appealing to investigate new design and theoretical concepts such as variable stiffness structures [12] , morphological computation [13] and embodied intelligence [14] , to simplify the control and sensing tasks through robot embodiment [15] , [16] .
However, compliance has disadvantages such as uncertain deformations, limited control feedback, reduced control bandwidth, stability issues, underdamped modes, and lack of precision in tasks involving working against external loads [17] , [18] . These result in modeling and control challenges for such designs. There is an urgent need for unified frameworks to transfer our well-established knowledge of dynamic system analysis, path planning and control design for rigid-body robots to soft robotic research [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] and to model hybrid rigid-soft-body systems [23] , [24] . Such frameworks should be as simple as possible and easy to use to be widely accepted by the ever-growing soft-robotics research community that gathers researchers from different disciplines and backgrounds. They should provide fast computational performance to be suitable for control and design problems of soft systems with large state spaces. To be useful to the community, such frameworks need to be integrable with standard software platforms (e.g. C/C++, Matlab, ROS).
In [25] , we introduce two new modelling approaches for continuum rods and actuators, a general reduced-order model (ROM) , and a discretized model with absolute states and Euler-Bernoulli beam segments (EBA). These models enable us to perform more accurate simulation of continuum rod manipulators as well as extending the solution to modelling 2D and 3D continuum geometries, which is missing in similar recent research [21] . In [26] , these models are further explained and implemented in a Matlab software package-TMTDynproviding a new modelling and simulation tool for hybrid rigid-continuum body systems 1 .
Our main goal is to make the tasks of deriving the Equation of Motion (EOM) of hybrid rigid-continuum-body robots, performing dynamic-system analysis, state observation, and control-system design more accessible to the interdisciplinary soft-robotics research community and people with limited expertise in dynamic-system modelling. To this end, in this paper we describe a Matlab-internal DSL (Domain Specific Language) serving as a "front-end" for the TMTDyn package. This DSL provides the following benefits: 1) Accessibility: the DSL offers an intuitive structure for describing a robotic system that is automatically broken down into the parts required by the TMTDyn package. 2) Early validation: the DSL can offer validation checks at the time of description rather than the time of evaluation, allowing error messages to be more focused and simplifying debugging. 3) Maintainability: changes to the structure to be modelled can be made easily and in a structured fashion; where the plain TMTDyn package may require careful adjustment of multiple parts of the code, all related changes are closely linked in the DSL. While DSLs for kinematics and dynamics in robotics have been developed in the past [27] , to the best of our knowledge, this is the first Matlab-internal DSL specifically targeting hybrid rigid-soft-body systems.
In the remainder of this paper, we first show a motivating example to develop such DSL for robot analysis in Sec. II. We then give some background on concepts relevant to our work in Sec. III before introducing our DSL in Sec. IV and discussing our experience in developing this DSL in Sec. V.
II. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
A dynamic system with inertial, compliant and constraining elements can be expressed as a set of lumped (point) masses, usually assumed at the system elements' center of mass (COM) locations, with moments of inertia which are connected with springs / dampers and joints to the adjacent lumped masses. For a continuum system, where usually a system of differential equations describes the system mechanics, a differential format of the lumped-system approach can be employed. To this end, first, the free body diagram of the load balance in a single differential element is drawn, then the lumped-system equivalence of the system is assumed where the parameters are differential terms.
The following principles guided the design of TMTDyn:
• The dynamic motion of a multi-link system is derived where external/input loads, geometrical constraints, rope elements, and soft impacts can be modelled. • Each element in the system can be assumed as a combination of separable inertial, linear elastic, viscous damping with power law, and external load elements, each with 3D elements. System kinematics describes the geometric relations between the system elements in terms of rotation and translation. TMTDyn derives equations describing the position vector and 
orientation of the local frame attached to each point of the system over time.
As an example, consider a simple model of the dynamic deformation of a fabric sleeve (as a 2D continuum medium) worn on an elbow-like rigid-link pendulum (E2), modelled as a complex hybrid system in our previous work. The results from such a model can be useful for research on wearable sensors. Capturing the dynamics of soft fabrics can provide many benefits to textile-embedded human motion analysis systems, such as those used for computer animation or rehabilitation feedback [28] , [29] . Table I presents the fabric and setup dimensions and the simulation parameters. We will use this example throughout this paper. Below, we first show its specification in the current TMTDyn package and highlight challenges of the current interface.
A. Pendulum with Fabric Sleeve Setup
A fabric sleeve, made of Jersey fabric, was cut and clamped on a rigid-link pendulum, cut to shape out of ABS clear plastic ( Fig. 1 ). This shape is modelled on a standard sized human arm, and used to simulate the effect of clothing movement given wearer motion. The pendulum was fixed with a 1-DOF (degree of freedom) joint at the top and passively swings. The model was intended to capture the fabric dynamics due to the pendulum's free motion. Three magnetic trackers were used to measure the link COM motion, and deformation of two points on the fabric (s 1 , s 2 ).
1) Modelling Assumptions & Program Input:
The fabric can be modelled as a membrane, which is a 2D tensiononly continuum geometry that does not withstand bending or compression. This can be done by assuming the fabric as a net of equally distributed masses with connecting linear springs; a lumped-mass approximation of the fabric mesh. We have used a similar method to model a spider web with TMTDyn recently [30] .
To model the system, we focus on the fabric model and consider the link motion as a passive swinging pendulum from an initial state based on the experimental recording. The fabric deforms when clamped on the link. The overall geometry of the clamped fabric is modelled with FreeCAD software as a wireframe sketch with a 3 × 5 grid of n d = 15 nodes and 22 edges as in Fig. 1 .c. The CAD model is stored in Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) format to be imported into the TMTDyn model later. The fabric is clamped at nodes 14 & 16 to the link at position [±l cx , 0, l cz ] (see Fig.  1 ). Two sets of six constraints are defined to fully fix each of these two nodes to the link. The fabric mesh is modelled with lumped masses at the CAD-file wireframe nodes that are interconnected with Euler-Bernoulli (EB) beams. The system states are described with absolute states of the masses where the frames defining the DOF of each mass are defined w.r.t. the system reference frame. The nodes are rigid lumped masses with an equally distributed mass of m 2 /n d . Considering the fabric as a thin plate, the following relation is used to derive the nodes' second moment of inertia as in Eq. 1. where denotes inner product. Links are considered as EB ribbons (beams) connecting the pairs of point masses on the nodes, where the frames defining the ends of a link are defined w.r.t. the local frame of the connecting masses. The beams have linear elasticity
] is a 1×3 vector consisting of the EB ribbons' cross-section second moments of areas, where l m2 b = (l m2x + l m2z )/2 is the mean width of the ribbons in the x, z-axis directions.
To map the nodes' motion to the beams deformation map, the beams are defined in the local body frames (xaxis is not defined) with an initial deformation to comply with the initial geometry of the fabric, as imported from the 'cad.iges' file, by setting init = nan 3 .
B. TMTDyn specification
The inputs for the TMTDyn package to model this setup are shown in Listing 1. TMTDyn uses a number of Matlab structs to capture input data. Specifically, the par struct is used to capture parameters controlling how TMTDyn derives EOMs and what it does with them. These are mostly boolean flags selecting individual features of the library to be used. The world struct allows specifying global parameters, such as the 3 See the project wiki page at https://github.com/hadisdt/TMTDyn/wiki gravity vector. The body and joint vectors contain structs for modelling the robot geometry. Finally, the mesh struct allows one CAD file to be loaded, describing a set of interconnected lumped masses, which in this example is used to model the fabric mesh.
C. Drawbacks of current specification interface
The current interface is not atypical of Matlab libraries. The use of structs provides a flexible and efficient encoding of the information needed to derive EOMs for hybrid rigidcontinuum robots, but it also creates a number of challenges: 1) Accessibility: Creating and understanding a model in the TMTDyn format can be challenging. One has to have a good understanding of how rotation and translation are encoded in TMTDyn both for fixing the relationship between different parts of the system and for describing degrees of freedom that enable the robot to move. There is concept overloading, where the same interface concept is used to describe different things (e.g., 'joint' is an overloaded concept that can describe an actual joint as well as a geometric constraint between two masses and different additional information must be provided for each case). 2) Validation: The TMTDyn package implements a range of checks to validate the model before computation starts. While these checks will flag up errors, actually identifying and correcting the cause of the problem is not easy. This is compounded by the dynamic nature of Matlab, allowing struct members to be declared on the fly, simply by setting their values. As a result, a small misspelling of one of the keywords will lead to an invalid model, which can be very difficult to debug as the problem is only discovered when attempting to analyse the model. Matlab does not provide any built-in support for analysis for this interface. 3) Maintainability: There are some complex interactions between different parts of the specification. For example, the description of DOF requires an entry in the joints
Listing 1: TMTDyn package input for the sleeve fabric models clamped to a rigid-link pendulum, structure-based user interface. Model labels are as in Fig. 1 . vector to be coordinated with a number of entries in the DOF vector (one for each inf transformation in the joint specification). The connection is made based on the index in both vectors. However, because for every joint there may be more than one DOF entry, identifying the correct DOF entry for a given joint entry is a nontrivial task with a high cognitive load. This is particularly problematic when making changes to the model, where a small change to a joint can inadvertently cause the two sets of index to become out of sync, leading to an invalid model that is very difficult to debug.
III. BACKGROUND
In this section, we provide brief background on concepts relevant to our work. Specifically, we briefly discuss domainspecific languages (DSLs) and the differentiation of internal and external DSLs, the idea of fluent interfaces for implementing internal DSLs, and Matlab's approach to objectorientation as this will be required for the development of a fluent language.
Domain-Specific Languages: are computer languages developed specifically to capture problems in a specific application domain. DSLs allow domain experts to express their goals, problems or requirements in terms they are familiar with, while ensuring that these expressions can be meaningfully interpreted (and often 'executed' in some form) by a computer. This is useful because it encapsulates details required at the level of abstraction at which a computational process actually works and shields domain experts from them, leading to a more effective division of labour in a cross-disciplinary group of experts. For our purposes, we wish to hide the details of how EOMs are computed and provide a language that is close to how someone aiming to solve a particular problem with the help of a novel robot thinks about the robot's structure.
DSLs can be internal or external [31] . The former are developed directly embedded in an existing 'host' languageoften a general-purpose language such as Ruby, Java, or C++. The latter are developed as independent languages which are subsequently interpreted or compiled for execution. Robot design uses a rich set of existing languages and tools, most notably Matlab and C++. Adding yet another standalone language to this mix is a hard sell: existing languages and tools come with a rich ecosystem of libraries and support infrastructure, which would need to be adapted and translated at great cost to be interoperable with a newly introduced external DSL. Instead, an internal DSL embedded in Matlab offers the right trade-offs for this problem, despite the wellknown limitations of internal DSLs.
Fluent interfaces: are the typical approach to API design used in developing internal DSLs [31] . The key idea is to use a set of interacting classes, whose methods can be chained together into call sequences that read like keywords in a new language. This is achieved by making each method return either the object it was called on or a new object representing a subordinate language scope. Carefully designing the names of methods so that chains of method invocations can be read like sentences increases the usability of the language.
Object-orientation in Matlab: Fluent interfaces rely on using object-oriented concepts for API design to enable method chaining. Matlab is originally not an object-oriented language, but does provide object-oriented features. Some idiosyncrasies of the Matlab approach to object orientation must be taken into account when implementing fluent interfaces: By default, objects are passed by value in Matlab rather than by reference. This makes developing methods that return a subscope while updating the current scope difficult. Fortunately, objects of classes that sub-class the handler class are always passed by reference. Matlab also doesn't support statements that continue over multiple lines of text. Instead, an ellipsis (. . . ) must be placed at the end of each line. This will add some syntactical clutter to our internal DSL.
IV. A MATLAB-INTERNAL DSL
Listing 2 shows our motivating example expressed in our new DSL. The DSL is a Matlab-internal language built using fluent interfaces [31] . For each new context (indicated in the listing by levels of indentation), we have implemented a separate builder class providing the keywords available to the user at this level. The entire specification starts by using tmtdyn(), which creates an instance of the root tmtdyn builder class. From tmtdyn(), three keywords are available: simulation() to specify simulation parameters, world() to specify general world parameters 4 , and robot() to start the definition of the robot structure. Finally, users use run() to run the analysis based on the specification provided.
Rather than providing a detailed account of every line of Listing 2 (many of which are hopefully self-explanatory), we will focus on highlighting some of the key design principles behind our DSL:
1) Using Matlab OO to support fluent interfaces; 2) Improving accessibility through specialised keywords; 3) Improving maintainability by co-locating the definition of transformations and additional information about degrees of freedom; and 4) Improving validation using runtime checks for method availability.
A. Using Matlab OO to support fluent interfaces
For each scope, we have defined a new Matlab class using the Builder design pattern [32] . The tmtdyn().run() method then extracts all information accumulated and invokes the appropriate TMTDyn functions as configured in the simulation() settings.
All builder classes follow the fluent-interface design pattern. Methods return a reference to self (or a fresh sub-builder if a new scope is opened) so that they can be easily chained using dot notation. Method names have been carefully chosen to achieve natural and intuitive readability of chained method calls. A technical challenge is that, by default, all Matlab objects are passed by value. As a result, a method like the one below from class tmtdyn will not work as expected: In particular, the update to self will be lost as soon as the robot() method returns. Fortunately, this counter-intuitive behaviour can be easily fixed by ensuring all classes extend the handle system class. Instances of handle are always passed by reference.
The use of separate classes for different scopes restricts the 'keywords' available at each point in a specification: only the methods defined in the current builder class can be invoked. Calling a method not defined in the current scope will lead to an error when executing the Matlab program. While this is an important feature for validation purposes (see below), it can also cause problems. In particular, in a naïve language implementation, users would have to explicitly close each scope to obtain a reference to the containing scope, for example by chaining an, otherwise meaningless, Listing 2: Motivating example expressed using our internal DSL 1 tmtdyn ( ) ... 2 . s i m u l a t i o n ( ) ... 3 . var (E , 5e5 )... 4 . var (ν , 1)... 5 . var (μ , 1e2 )... 6 . var (μα , 1e2 )... 7 . var (θ h 0 , 1 . 4 8 ) ... % i n r a d i a n s 8
. var (μ h , 1e2 )... 9
. d e r i v e _ e o m ( ) ... 10 . use_mex ( ) ...
11
. o p t i m i z e _ c o d e ( ) ...
12
. a n a l y s i s ( ) ... 13 . . a n i m a t e ( ) ... 16 . r u n _ u s e r _ c o d e ( ) ...
17
. world ( ) ... 18 . g ( [ 0 , 0 , −g ] ) ... 19 . r o b o t ( ' f a b r i c _ p e n d u l u m ' ) ... 20 . body ( ' arm ' ) ...
21
. with_mass ( m 2 ) ...
22
. w i t h _ c e n t e r _ o f _ m a s s _ a t ( [ 0 , 0 , −lm 1 ] ) ...
23
. c o n n e c t e d ( ) ...
24
. w i t h _ t r a n s f o r m a t i o n _ f r o m ( ) ...
25
. r o t _ y ( ) ... 26 . i n i t i a l _ v a l u e ( θ h 0 ) ...
27
. p a r a l l e l _ d a m p e r ( ) ...
28
. v i s c o s i t y ( μ h ) ... 29 . mesh ( ' f a b r i c ' ) ... 30 . f r o m _ f i l e ( ' exp / exp2 . i g e s ' , 1e−3)... 31 . w i t h _ t r a n s f o r m a t i o n ( ) ...
32
. r o t _ y ( θ h 0 ) ... 33 . t r a n s _ z ( −lc z ) ... 34 . w i t h _ n o d e ( ' f a b r i c ' ) ...
35
. with_mass ( m 2 /n d ) ...
36
. w i t h _ i n e r t i a ( I 2 ) ...
37
38
39
. t r a n s l a t i o n ( [ i n f , i n f , i n f ] ) ...
40
. r o t _ n o n _ u n i t _ q u a t ( [ i n f , i n f , i n f , i n f ] ) ...
41
. dof ( 1 ) ...
42
. i n i t i a l _ v a l u e ( 1 ) .. . power ( ν ) ...
50
. c o n s t r a i n t ( ' c l i p _ c o n s t r a i n t _ 1 ' ) ...
51
. from_body ( 1 ) ...
52
53
. t r a n s l a t i o n ( [ lc x , 0 , −lc z ] ) ...
54
. t o_body ( 1 6 ) ...
55
. f i x e d _ d i r e c t i o n s ( [ 1 , 1 , 1 ] ) ...
56
. c o n s t r a i n t ( ' c l i p _ c o n s t r a i n t _ 2 ' ) ...
57
58
59
. t r a n s l a t i o n ( [ −lc x , 0 , −lc z ] ) ...
60
. t o_body ( 1 4 ) ...
61
62
. run ( ) ;
.end() call. Each scope object contains a private property called the_source, which references the containing scope element, so end() would be implemented like this: Calling end() would then return the containing scope, so that subsequent chained method calls would be able to use the methods defined in that scope again. However, this would create a lot of syntactic clutter, which is generally undesirable in language design. Fortunately, Matlab provides basic metaprogramming capabilities, which enable us to intercept the routing of method calls. We use this to implicitly close scopes when a method from a containing scope is invoked. To do so, each builder class overrides the subsref method, responsible for method lookup: This first attempts to look up any requested method in the current object. If the method is not found there, it is looked up in the containing scope, which can be found via property the_source. Here, onLeaveContext() is a method in each builder class to do context-specific cleanup.
Automatically closing scopes like this makes the DSL more concise, but can also lead to problems like the well-known "dangling else problem" [33] : If the same keyword is available in two nested scopes, which one does the user mean? In our DSL, we avoid this problem by using distinct keywords where similar concept are available in different nested scopes. For example, both joints and general DOFs can have springs and dampers attached. A joint_builder describes a connection between two frames and can have stiffness and damping element to restrict the relative motion of these two frames in the form of a parallel spring-damper. Any dof_builder, defining a system state, can have a parallel spring-damper system. To solve the problem of scopes we chose different names for the methods that define these spring-damper systems in each scope; both are translated to the .spring and .damper sub-field of the struct-based interface. For example, a spring element is named beam_stiffness in the joint_builder class and parallel_spring in the dof_builder class. Apart from resolving issues in scoping, these names also better describe the purpose and functionality of the elements in their respective context.
B. Improving accessibility through specialised keywords
In the structs-based approach, all transformations need to be specified using axis index and value, vectors, quaternions etc. This creates additional cognitive load when reading a specification as the reader has to constantly back translate to a more intuitive representation. In our DSL, we still offer these ways of specifying transformations, but also provide specialised operators for typical transformations, that allow for better readability. For example, to specify a rotational degree of freedom around the y-axis, one simply says .rot_y(). Similarly, to specify a fixed rotation around the same axis, one simply provides a value parameter to the method call: .rot_y(.5). Rotations and translations can be mixed arbitrarily. The DSL will automatically generate an appropriate number of tr records in the structs that are passed to the underlying TMTDyn library at the end. This is done by combining sequences of rotations (translations) and creating new records whenever a translation is followed by a rotation.
Another such example is the specification of the initial state of the mesh. Remember from Sect. II that we used an initial value of nan to specify that the mesh should initially be deformed to be connected to the arm according to the overall configuration. This encoding clearly loses the intuition. Instead, on Line 46 of Listing 2, we use a bespoke keyword initial_state_from_configuration to express the same thing in a more intuitive manner.
C. Improving maintainability
In the structs-based interface, the definition of what degrees of freedom exist (by using inf values for elements in transformation vectors) and the specification of their properties (damping, spring properties, etc) are contained in two separate arrays, requiring users to track complicated links between two sets of indexes. This makes changing the code very error prone: adding or removing a degree of freedom in a transformation somewhere in the structural specification means tracking down the corresponding index in the dof vector and updating it and all subsequent indexes accordingly. Mistakes made in this process are very difficult to spot and correct; often the only sensible way of fixing a problem is to reconstruct the dof vector from scratch.
In our DSL, we choose a different approach: DOF details are given directly in a sub-scope of a transformation-specification that declares a new degree of freedom. For example, Lines 25-28 in Listing 2 declare that the robot arm can be freely rotated around the y-axis (DOF declaration, previously defined in body.tr.rot) and immediately specify the behaviour of the arm when rotated in this way (previously defined in dof vector). As a result, maintainability is improved, because users no longer need to maintain consistency between two separate vector-index ranges. Instead, the correct vectors are generated from the DSL specification.
D. Improving validation
Our fluent DSL improves validation in two ways: 1) Better use of Matlab checking mechanisms: Matlab is a very dynamic language. Variables do not need to be declared, but can be used straightaway. While this can have many benefits, it also means that a small typo in a name silently creates a new variable (or struct member) rather than setting a required property. As a result, TMTDyn will produce incorrect results, but this can be very hard to spot and debug. In contrast, with a fluent DSL only the methods explicitly defined in a scope are available to be used. Any typos will be picked up by Matlab when it tries to invoke the method and an error will be thrown at this point, helping identify the cause of the problem instantly. This can also be used to ensure consistency constraints are satisfied. For example, joints in a TMTDyn model can either connect two bodies or can indicate where a body is connected to the base. In the former case, two bodies must be specified, whereas in the latter case only one body is required. We provide the joint() keyword to define a standard joint while using the connected_from() keyword for defining joints that connect to the base. Both return a type of joint builder, but only the one returned by joint() has a method for defining the from_body(). For connected_from(), the source body is automatically set from the specification context. 2) Localised consistency checks: In the existing TMTDyn library all consistency checks are only undertaken once the complete struct has been defined. This makes it difficult to provide error messages clearly locating the source of a problem. Because every declaration is done through a method call, we can distribute consistency checks throughout the model creation. For example, we are easily able to check the correct format of any vector provided at the point that it is defined.
V. DISCUSSION
The DSL we have presented in this paper is the current endpoint of a language-design journey. We originally started our collaboration on a Matlab package for deriving EOMs for primarily rigid-body robots. This package had already some of the features of the current TMTDyn package, but had a much more basic interface, where every aspect of the system to be modelled was captured in a different vector, with no meaningful naming conventions, validation, etc. We initially experimented with an external DSL-written in Xtext [34] that allowed fairly comfortable high-level specification of robot structures with clean syntax and good tool support, including an amount of in-editor error checking and validation 5 . While using an external DSL enabled very clean syntax and some fairly powerful features, including the easy specification of model variants, this external DSL struggled to be accepted by users and we eventually gave it up. The main challenge was that the external DSL required users to become familiar 5 The last version of this DSL we explored can still be found at https: //github.com/szschaler/RigidBodies/ with a separate tool set, which was perceived as a hurdle too high. However, the design of that original DSL informed the redesign of the current, struct-based interface of TMTDyn. While this improves on the original interface, and in parts already reads like a DSL, it leaves substantial challenges to accessibility, maintainability, and validation as we have discussed in this paper. This is also supported by informal feedback received from some of the users of that interface, who highlighted the difficulty of specifying basic relative rotations (for which our DSL now has introduced dedicated keywords) or complex geometry (which can now be imported directly using IGES format). There was also feedback indicating that the struct-based interface requires substantial initial training; we hope that the DSL-based approach has improved this situation. With the current, Matlab-internal DSL, we feel we are getting closer to a design sweet spot that balances reuse of existing tooling infrastructure against the strengths of DSLs in improving accessibility, maintainability, and validation.
An internal DSL in Matlab has many benefits, not least the ability to reuse Matlab's rich and flexible mathematical expression language. However, Matlab also makes it difficult in some regards to create a seamless language experience from a fluent interface. Most annoyingly, Matlab requires continuation markers (. . . ) to indicate a line of code that continues on the next line of input. This can add substantial syntactic clutter. Fluent interfaces are often praised for their discoverability [31] as they integrate nicely with code-completion functionality offered by modern development environments. Unfortunately, discoverability is limited in a Matlab-based fluent interface because the Matlab language is highly dynamic, making it near impossible to predict statically what methods might be invoked in a particular place. However, using fluent interfaces at least provides a fail-fast capability that reports any mistyped keywords as soon as the code is executed.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a Matlab-based DSL enabling the specification of hybrid rigid-continuum robots so that EOMs for these robots can be derived automatically by the TMTDyn package. The new DSL improves accessibility, maintainability, and validation of robot models using our approach. The examples from this paper are available online 6 . This is not the first DSL developed for the robotics domain. In [27] , Nordmann et al. provide a detailed survey of the growing landscape of literature in this field. They also define a set of dimensions enabling the classification of existing and new DSLs. We classify our work in these terms as follows:
• Functional dimension. We are focusing on kinematics and dynamics. While there are a good number of DSLs in this space already, ours is the first supporting hybrid systems and soft robots. • Process stage. We cover a number of process stages as listed by [27] : 6 https://github.com/hadisdt/TMTDyn_hll 1) Capability building has been implemented: full equations of motion are derived for any system specified in our DSL; 2) Platform building is partially addressed through the support for importing mesh definitions and IGES files enabling modelling of platforms such as continuum arms or deformable 2D structures.
In future work, we will explore further useful features to be added to the DSL. For example, more complex configuration patterns could be incorporated as pre-defined keywords for typical recurring model elements (spherical joints, for example) that would further improve the efficiency of specifying robot models in our Matlab package. We will apply this new DSL to model further examples, which will help further refine and improve the modelling capabilities offered. We also plan to undertake an empirical study to evaluate and further improve the usability of our DSL in terms of productivity and reliability.
